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Abstract Research on the effectiveness of augmented reality (AR) on learning exists, but

there is a paucity of empirical work that explores the role that positive emotions play in

supporting learning in such settings. To address this gap, this study compared under-

graduate students’ emotions and learning outcomes during a guided historical tour using

mobile AR applications. Data was collected in a laboratory (Study 1; N = 13) and out-

doors (Study 2; N = 18) from thirty-one undergraduate students at a large North American

university. Our findings demonstrated that learners were able to effectively and enjoyably

learn about historical differences between past and present historical locations by con-

textualizing their visual representations, and that the two mobile AR apps were effective

both in and outside of the laboratory. Learners were virtually situated in the historical

location in Study 1 and physically visited the location in Study 2. In comparing results
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between studies, findings revealed that learners were able to identify more differences

outdoors and required less scaffolding to identify differences. Learners reported high levels

of enjoyment throughout both studies, but more enjoyment and less boredom in the outdoor

study. Eye tracking results from Study 1 indicated that learners frequently compared

historical information by switching their gaze between mobile devices and a Smart Board,

which virtually situated them at the historical location. Results enhance our understanding

of AR applications’ effectiveness in different contexts (virtual and location-based). Design

recommendations for mobile AR apps are discussed.

Keywords Mobile learning � Augmented reality � Virtual reality � Emotions � History

learning

Introduction

As technology becomes more ubiquitous and handheld devices more common, there is

great potential for augmented reality (AR) approaches to foster learning in-the-wild. In

other words, a mobile phone can be used to augment one’s learning about the world around

them, creating new and countless potential opportunities for informal learning as well as

guided learning that takes place outside of the classroom.

Augmented Reality (AR; Azuma et al. 2001; Milgram et al. 1994) promotes learning

about the past through the delivery of digital media (i.e., sound, video, graphic, and text)

that is sensitive to the specific exhibits and artifacts that are located in different historical

and heritage sites. In other words, AR supplements reality (rather than replacing it like

virtual reality; VR) with digital information designed to be relevant to the activity users are

engaging in with an AR-supported device. In the case of history, this information could

include texts about the history of a site, pictures of what it looked like in the past, an audio

tour that describes a historical timeline, or a video that provides a tour of historically-

meaningful but difficult to access areas such as a bell tower or cellar.

In a recent review of AR in education Wu et al. (2013) identified a number of different

definitions and taxonomies for understanding AR. According to the authors, our above

description would be best categorized as a broad definition of AR rather than a restrictive

one where real world context is dynamically overlaid with location or context-sensitive

virtual information (Klopfer and Squire 2008). Klopfer (2008) further characterizes AR in

terms of the amount of digital media that is provided to the learner, ranging from lightly

augmented reality where information is provided primarily through the real world setting,

to heavily augmented reality where most of the information is provided virtually. AR

technologies can be further differentiated in terms of sensors and devices. First, software

applications utilize different types of sensors to capture either locations or objects in the

real world. Location-aware or place-based AR utilizes global positioning system (GPS) or

indoor position system (IPS) technology to track learners as they physically move

throughout real world locations, in contrast to context-sensitive AR where 2D and 3D

objects are scanned and recognized by an application. AR can also be implemented

through several types of hardware, including desktop computers, handheld devices, and

head-mounted displays that use markers and GPS amongst other technologies to dynam-

ically augment user’s information (i.e., to change text or image-based historical infor-

mation based on a change in location; see Zhou et al. 2008).
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Research on the effectiveness of AR systems in fostering learning and positive emotions

is in an early stage, and there is currently a paucity of empirical research with which to

inform and guide the design of these systems (Wu et al. 2013). The studies of location-

based AR in history education focus instead on the development and usability of these

systems (Ioannidis et al. 2011; Katifori et al. 2014; Keil et al. 2013; Rabina and Cocciolo

2012; Vayanou et al. 2012). The research designs of such studies rely primarily on self-

reports of usability and preference (Cocciolo and Rabina 2013; Pujol et al. 2013), quali-

tative field observations (Pujol et al. 2013; Rennick-Egglestone et al. 2013), post-tour

interviews (Cocciolo and Rabina 2013; Pujol et al. 2013), and system generated log-file

data (Vayanou et al. 2012), from small sample sizes, which are used to inform changes

made to the design of the interface. As such, there is a lack of theory-driven empirical

research that evaluates outcomes of AR applications with the purpose of iteratively

improving their design guidelines to improve learning outcomes by fostering positive

emotions, which are known to predict learning outcomes (Pekrun and Perry 2014; see

below for more on emotions and learning).

The implications of this line of research are therefore to establish evidence-based design

guidelines for location-based learning scenarios that will support positive emotions and

meaningful experiences in the context of learning about history. In the following sections

of the introduction, we make initial efforts toward addressing this issue by: (1) reviewing

prior AR research; (2) describing the location-based mobile AR applications and

instructional scenario used in the studies this manuscript describes; (3) outlining and

contextualizing our theoretical frameworks for history learning and emotions within the

AR mobile environment used in the described studies, and (4) outlining the research

questions and hypotheses that drove this study that evaluated the effectiveness of two

applications described below (see Augmented Reality Mobile Applications and Learning

Environments).

Related AR learning environments and research

AR has increased in popularity within the broader educational community, and is referred

to as one of the key emerging forms of instructional technology (Martin et al. 2011). In a

review of the educational literature, Wu et al. (2013) outlined several affordances of AR

for educational purposes: (1) 3D virtual objects that learners can manipulate to observe and

model physical phenomena; (2) explicit representations of otherwise invisible concepts and

events; (3) collaborative instructional scenarios that are situated in real-life problems and

applications; (4) a sense of community amongst learners that participate in comprehensive

and realistic experiences; and (5) a direct connection between learning in formal and

informal settings. The educational benefits associated with the multimedia content that is

displayed in this medium includes but is not limited to collaborative problem-solving

scenarios, narrative-driven inquiry-based simulations, and interactions with virtual agents.

Location-based learning scenarios emphasize the affordances of mobile devices to deliver

information about the physical environment learners are exploring, allowing them to

collect evidence, or investigate issues (DeLucia et al. 2012; Klopfer 2008; Rosenbaum

et al. 2007). In doing so, AR can immerse learners into the past (as well as the present) by

blending real-life settings, such as historical landmarks, with virtual information that can

augment learning and engagement (Bronack 2011; Broll et al. 2008; Klopfer and Squire

2008).
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Despite the potential of AR technologies for facilitating meaningful learning experi-

ences, AR is seldom developed and utilized in the context of historical heritage sites and

museum institutions (Bressler, 2013). Tallon (2013) surveyed the use of mobile devices by

551 museum professionals working in these institutions and related sectors across North

American and 27 other countries. Although 43 % of respondents reported that their cultural

institution offered mobile devices to visitors, the use of AR systems was less prevalent than

audio guided tours or interactive experiences that incorporate social media.

There are a few noteworthy location-based AR systems that have been implemented in

the context of historical tours to provide educational experiences.

The Fog Altimeter application was released by the Exploratorium to allow users to view

the Golden Gate Bridge superimposed with digital media, enabling users to measure the

height of the fog near the bridge (Rothfarb 2011). Another AR-based system is the House

of Olbrich, which is designed to serve as an architecture guide for tourism on cultural

heritage sites and provides interactive hotspots on buildings to provide detailed informa-

tion about them (Keil et al. 2011). GeoStoryteller allows visitors to view archival photos

and multimedia narratives during walking tours of historical sites in New York City.

Visitors have the benefit of historic photographs that are layered against the real-life

location as displayed through the mobile device camera. The multimedia narratives consist

of instructional videos about the historic site and the lives of people that were involved in

specific events. Trivia games are made available to visitors, involving short multiple-

choice item assessments where the results can be shared through social media sites. The

system relies on the Layar augmented-reality browser or a web-based delivery system to

deliver topics in relation to the German immigration to New York City (Cocciolo and

Rabina 2013). A Creative Commons open-source application called GeoStories enables

users to create their own narratives using location-sensitive Google maps to identify key

GPS locations. The source materials are assembled from digitized resources from public

institutions such as the New York Public Library and the Library of Congress.

Other AR systems implement interactive storytelling experiences to visitors inside the

museum (Katifori et al. 2014; Vayanou 2014). In this case, story authors, including

curators, museum staff, and script writers, create stories through an authoring tool called

PAROS (Ioannidis et al. 2011), where story elements are pre-defined in accordance to

conditional events and/or visitor characteristics of interest. Prototypical profiles of visitors

are first created with the help of the tool, where at the beginning of the visit, a visitor is

matched with the relevant profile, which is gradually refined through the collection of user

interactions during the visit. In the Acropolis Museum for instance, visitors learn about the

archaeological findings of the Acropolis of Athens, from the Greek Bronze Age to Roman

times. Visitors walk amongst sculptural remains in the Archaic Gallery, located on the first

floor of the museum. The archaeological objects are organized in accordance with themes

and chronology, which is indicated to the visitor through labels and panels. One of the

stories depicted by the augmented reality application refers to a horse as the narrator of the

guided walking tour. The topic of the story consists of the significance of horses to ancient

Greeks, spanning from daily life activities to mythology. The plot develops over time,

relying on reference points within the exhibit to determine its progress. These examples

reflect the diversity and opportunities for creativity that AR applications can afford history

learning in both formal and informal education.
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Augmented reality mobile applications and learning environments

In the two studies this paper examines, we used two mobile applications to augment

learners reality: one was managed by the learner (MTL Urban Museum) and the second by

the (human) tour guide (MetaGuide). The human tour guide was either a postdoctoral

fellow or undergraduate research assistant (varied by study). A single guide interacted with

a single learner per experimental session. The MTL Urban Museum app is an app

developed by the McCord Museum that allows users to locate historical landmarks in the

city of Montreal using GPS smart phone technology and to view multimedia content (text

and images) that illustrate how the city used to look in the 1800s in comparison to the

present day. Figure 1 shows the app’s interface after a location (The Roddick Memorial

Gates, used in the discussed studies) has been selected from the map of the city (populated

by pins corresponding to locations the app has multimedia content for). A second interface

(not displayed) includes a textual description of the Roddick Memorial Gates (referred to

henceforth as the Roddick Gates) that appears when the historical image is clicked on.

Figure 2 shows a learner making historical comparisons between the picture of the Rod-

dick Gates (taken by Alexander Henderson in 1869) displayed on the MTL Urban Museum

app and a virtual representation of the present day version of the Roddick Gates displayed

on a SMART Board using Google Earth (Study 1; Study 2 took place on location of the

Roddick Gates and therefore did not necessitate virtually situating learners at the historical

site).

The MetaGuide app was developed by the second and fifth authors of this manuscript to

be used in conjunction with the MTL Urban Museum to support historical inquiry (de-

scribed below in Theoretical Framework for Fostering Historical Reasoning section).

Unlike the MTL Urban Museum app, which was handled by the learner, MetaGuide was

primarily used by the guide. Figure 3 illustrates a screenshot of the primary MetaGuide

interface where three main (superordinate) historical differences are outlined in red to

remind the guide of the learning objectives for the learning session (for the learner to point

out differences between them in the 1800s vs. the present day). Figure 4 displays a

visualization of specific historical differences for each of the three superordinate ones that

learners could point out: (1) differences about Buildings (i.e., contemporary absence of the

Porter’s House), (2) Transportation (i.e., contemporary decline in popularity of horse-

drawn carriages as a mode of Transportation), and (3) the Gates themselves (i.e., material:

Fig. 1 Picture of the McCord Museum’s MTL Urban Museum App interface at the Roddick Gates location
(text hidden)
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picket fence vs. stone pillars). Figure 5 displays an example of a prompt that MetaGuide

would provide the guide with to use in order to direct a learners’ attention to a specific

historical difference or evaluate whether the difference a learner pointed out is correct.

Guides could access prompts for each of the superordinate historical differences by

touching the red outline on the main interface (Fig. 3). Prompts vary depending on the

historical difference in question, and include (for example) an illustrative timeline of

changes to the Roddick Gates (if the Gates are selected) and an illustration of the porter’s

house (if the left-most red area is selected), which was mentioned in the text. Guides also

possessed a hard copy of the prompts (including the historical illustrations) available in

Fig. 2 Screenshot from portable SMI eye tracking glasses (SMI ETG 2w; 30 Hz) of learner using the MTL
Urban Museum app and Google Earth to identify historical differences between the Roddick Gates in the
past (1800s) and the present. The eye tracking video provided second-to-second information on what
participants were looking at. The orange dot corresponds to what the participant is currently looking at
during the video replay

Fig. 3 Picture of the main location-specific MetaGuide interface. Historical differences are outlined in red
to remind the guide of the learning objectives for the learning session (Color figure online)
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MetaGuide as part of the detailed experimental protocol they kept on hand and consulted

during the experiment.

Table 1 provides a summary of Studies 1 and 2, including similarities and differences;

chief amongst them, that Study 1 was conducted in a laboratory setting that virtually

simulated the historical location and Study 2 took place at the historical location (in

person). The two apps were used in both studies.

The virtual guided tour (Study 1) was supported with the Google Earth Street View

program displayed on a SMART Board. Learners were virtually positioned in front of the

historic location (the Roddick Gates) at McGill university and were invited to navigate

from one place to another by changing the orientation of their view through 360-degree

panoramic imagery of supported locations (Google Earth) displayed on the large, touch

sensitive SMART Board. Learners met the experimenter at the historical location in-person

in Study 2. Learners used the MTL Urban Museum mobile app to compare historic images

of the location with the present in both Studies 1 and 2. Learners navigated through the

MTL Urban Museum’s map of Montreal in order to locate the Roddick Gates in relation to

their present (or virtual) location using GPS technology in both studies.

Compared with previous AR environments and research, Study 1 represented a mixed

reality environment that contained more virtual than real world features and objects, and

would accordingly be classified on Klopfer’s (2008) continuum as a more heavily aug-

mented experience than Study 2 where learners were physically rather than virtually sit-

uated at the historical location. Learners tours were lightly augmented in both studies with

historical multimedia information provided in the apps, including the location-aware MTL

Urban Museum app (i.e., GPS).

In the following section we describe specific theoretical frameworks used to inform the

design of this environment (differences and similarities outlined in Table 1) and

hypotheses for the current studies which help to make them unique amongst research done

with AR. In other words, using theory to frame the design of mobile AR apps is novel. In

Fig. 4 Three broad categories of historical differences between the present day Roddick Gates and the
same gates during the 1800s. The lowermost boxes represent specific historical differences between the past
and present day Roddick Gates for each of the three superordinate categories. The ‘‘Other’’ category
represents differences not considered relevant to the learning objectives of the historical inquiry app
interaction
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the absence of an integrated, domain-specific theoretical framework we drew upon several

different theoretical frameworks that provided recommendations for designing learning

environments that would support historical reasoning, positive emotions, adaptive cogni-

tive processing and adaptive learning behaviors.

Theoretical framework for fostering historical reasoning

We see the potential of AR as an agent for helping learners construct their own meaning of

history as they explore historical artifacts. Our theoretical framework is guided by van Drie

and van Boxtel’s historical reasoning framework (2008). This framework as well as the

theoretical frameworks presented in the proceeding section on emotions and cognitive

processing informed the design of the study by providing insight on how to support

different adaptive processing during participants’ interactions with the apps (learning about

history, experiencing positive emotions, avoiding cognitive overload). Historical reasoning

is operationalized as an activity during which learners acquire knowledge and interpret

facts about the past. One way learners engage in historical reasoning is by comparing or

explaining historical phenomena. In this regard, learners adopt an active role in con-

structing knowledge of the past. The framework of historical reasoning proposed by van

Fig. 5 Picture of MetaGuide
providing a prompt to the guide
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Drie and van Boxtel (2008) contains six components: (1) posing historical questions, (2)

using sources of information, (3) contextualization, (4) argumentation, (5) using substan-

tive concepts and (6) using meta-concepts (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). Our work

incorporates all six of the core components of this historical reasoning framework. A

description of these components and their implementation into MetaGuide and the MTL

Urban Museum is described below.

Posing historical questions

The ability to recognize and understand historical questions is an essential component of

historical reasoning (Schreiber et al. 2006). One type of question that can prompt historical

lines of reasoning is comparison questions (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). MetaGuide

prompts the guide to ask learners to compare past and present locations in order to identify

differences. These open-ended comparative questions foster historical reasoning by

encouraging learners to explore how locations have changed from the past to the present.

Using sources of information

Learners can acquire information about the past from written documents and images.

Reasoning with historical documents involves using information presented in documents or

images (Rouet et al. 1996). MetaGuide and the MTL Urban Museum provide learners with

both written text and images to give information about the historical location they are

visiting (in person or virtually). Learners must reason with this multimedia information in

order to answer the comparative questions posed by the guide.

Table 1 Summary of studies

Feature Study 1 (lab-based study) Study 2 (outdoor study)

Location Virtual view of the Roddick Gates (using
Google Earth App displayed on SMART
board)

Actual view of the Roddick Gates
(in person)

Mobile Apps
(and hardware)

MetaGuide (on Android; used by human
guide)

MTL Urban Museum (on iPhone; used by
learner)

MetaGuide (on Android; used by human
guide)

MTL Urban Museum (iPhone; used by
learner)

Self-report
measures

Pre and post academic achievement
emotions filled out on desktop

Pre and post academic achievement
emotions filled out on iPhone

Other Equipment Portable SMI eye tracking glasses N.A.

Research
Questions

(1) Were learners able to identify
historical differences between the past
and present? (2) Did learners report
enjoying their learning session? (3) Did
learners use the app-based features
designed to help them make
comparisons and provide additional
context?

(1) Were learners able to identify
historical differences between the past
and present? (2) Did learners report
enjoying their learning session?
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Contextualization

To interpret and understand the past learners must apply general knowledge about char-

acteristics of the time period and place (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). Learners must

situate historical phenomena or objects in a spatial and social context in order to compare

events from the past to the present. MetaGuide and the MTL Urban Museum facilitate

contextualization by providing information about the historical date, location and situating

learners in the present-day location (i.e., horse-drawn carriages no longer being used a

mode of Transportation).

Argumentation

Historical information is often partial and contradictory because historical representations

are not perfect or absolute. Making claims about the past must be supported by rational

arguments and evidence (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). MetaGuide and the MTL Urban

Museum implicitly foster argumentation by providing partial information about the site

location. When participants were makings claims about the past using the sources of

information provided, they must implicitly form an argument to justify their response. For

example, a participant who notes that there were more horse-drawn carriages in the 1800s

might justify their claim using evidence from the image (i.e. the image depicted a horse-

drawn carriage and no cars) or using knowledge about that time period to form a rational

argument (e.g. there were more horse-drawn carriages because cars were not yet widely

available).

Using substantive concepts

Concepts such as historical phenomena, structures, persons and periods enable learners to

thematically organize historical knowledge (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). The meaning

of concepts, however, differs according to time and place. Individuals must learn how to

differentiate between the present meaning of a concept and the historical meaning.

MetaGuide and the MTL Urban Museum application encourage the use of substantive

concepts by asking learners to identify differences between the past and present. For

example, present day Transportation is different from Transportation in the 1800s. To

make comparisons between Transportation today and Transportation in the 1800s, par-

ticipants must calibrate the meaning of the concept to be appropriate for the time period.

Using meta-concepts

Meta-concepts include evidence, time, place and change (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008).

Meta-concepts are important for historical reasoning because they guide questions about

historical comparisons. MetaGuide and the MTL Urban Museum applications allow

learners to make comparisons and assess change over time. In order to foster historical

reasoning, another key consideration is the affective states that learners experience while

interacting with the learning environment. In the following section we discuss how

learners’ emotions relate to features of the learning environment, learning processes, and

outcomes.
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Theoretical framework for fostering positive affect and adaptive cognitive
processing

According to control-value theory of achievement emotions (Pekrun 2006; Pekrun et al.

2007; Pekrun and Perry 2014) learners’ emotional states (both positive and negative) are

predicted by subjective appraisals of control and value (i.e., proximal antecedents of

emotion). For instance, if a learner feels highly in control of the task and also highly values

a task, they are expected to experience enjoyment. On the other hand, if they do not value

the task, they will likely experience boredom irrespective of their appraisals of control.

These emotional states are critical because according to this theory and a host of empirical

work (for review see Pekrun and Perry 2014), emotions are expected to predict learning

outcomes through their influence on motivational, cognitive, and metacognitive processes.

For instance, high degrees of enjoyment may free up cognitive resources given that

attention is directed toward the task at hand, which allows learners to engage in complex

learning processes (i.e., historical reasoning). On the other hand, high degrees of boredom

may direct learners’ attention away from the task at hand, which hinders learning (Pekrun

2006; Pekrun et al. 2007; Pekrun and Perry 2014).

Previous research has indicated that positive activating emotions (i.e., high physio-

logical arousal and positive-valence state), such as enjoyment, are typically related to

adaptive learning outcomes, whereas negative deactivating emotions (i.e., low physio-

logical arousal and negative-valence state), such as boredom, are typically related to

maladaptive learning outcomes (Pekrun and Perry 2014). For example, Pekrun et al. (2010)

found that boredom was positively related to attention issues and negatively related to

intrinsic motivation, self-regulation, effort and performance. Other studies have found

similar maladaptive trends (e.g., Mann and Robinson 2009; Pekrun et al. 2014; Watt and

Vodanovich 1999). As such, it is critical that research examines whether learning envi-

ronments promote more positive activating emotions. In this study we focused on activity

emotions assessed before or after their learning session [emotions directed toward the task

or activity at hand (e.g., enjoyment and boredom)], rather than outcome emotions [emo-

tions directed toward success or failure outcomes (e.g., pride, shame)] given that learners

were asked to participate in a learning activity without any strong performance or

achievement indicators.

An important implication of the control-value theory is that distal antecedents of

emotions, including features of the learning environment (e.g., content, tasks, medium),

can be designed to enhance learners’ control and value appraisals, which in turn will lead

to more positive emotions and facilitate adaptive learning processes and learning behaviors

(Pekrun 2006; Pekrun et al. 2007; Pekrun and Perry 2014). For instance, the MTL Urban

Museum app affords user-directed navigation, which provides learners with more choice in

what they attend to, for how long, and in what order. These features can enhance learners’

perceptions of control by supporting autonomy and self-directed inquiry. In terms of

enhancing value, the MTL Urban Museum App is designed to provide interactive and

dynamic learning through multiple media representations (e.g., text and images) and

heightened realism, which can enhance interest. It is also designed to increase value by

providing historical information about a real-world setting that is (in the studies described

in this manuscript) personally relevant to learners (a structural and symbolically important

part of the university they attend), which can enhance utility. Collectively, these features

are expected to foster enjoyment by increasing perceptions of control and value.
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This is also consistent with Mayer’s multimedia learning theory (2005, 2009, 2014a, b),

which posits that incorporating emotionally and motivationally appealing design features

(e.g., attractive content, graphics) can help to increase cognitive engagement and retain

learners’ attention. At the same time, Mayer (2009) argues that it is important to incor-

porate design features in the learning environment that reduce extraneous processing (e.g.,

eliminate distracting content, unnecessary text) as this can lead to task-irrelevant thinking

by taxing working memory and directing attention away from the essential processing

needed to achieve learning goals. Accordingly, the multimedia MTL Urban Museum App

was designed to reduce extraneous processing for learners to make historical comparisons

by using a single historical picture of the Roddick Gates with a small amount of text that

can be viewed and made invisible, in turn, by tapping on the screen. In the following

section we elaborate on the goals of the current studies and outline our hypotheses.

The current studies

The aim of these studies was to evaluate the effectiveness of two mobile-based applica-

tions, used together, to foster positive emotions and meaningful learning in a laboratory

(Study 1; lab-based, virtually-situated location) as well as an outdoor, location-based study

(Study 2; outdoor, location-based). This study advances the state-of-the-art of AR by

focusing on the learning and affective outcomes of student interactions with AR in both

virtually-situated and on-site historical locations. Moreover, behavioral process data (i.e.,

eye-tracking) was used to examine learners use of multiple sources of historical infor-

mation in the virtual study (Study 1). The theoretical framing of the mobile AR apps and

this study are also novel to the field.

The following research questions were examined in Studies 1 and 2 in order to evaluate

the AR mobile apps in terms of their collective ability to facilitate historical contextual-

ization and positive emotions: (1) Were learners able to identify historical differences

between the past and present? (2) Did learners report enjoying their learning session? To

address these questions, this study relied on a novel methodological approach that com-

bines affordances of a laboratory and field setting. Study 1 was conducted in a laboratory

setting to virtually re-create the historical setting, whereas Study 2 took place in the

outdoor location. We explored a (3) third research question that was unique to the labo-

ratory-based study where a mobile eye-tracker (described below) was used to answer the

following question: Did learners use the different AR and mobile features of the virtual

tour (i.e., mobile devices displaying apps vs. SMART board displaying Google Earth) to

help them make comparisons and provide additional historical context? This last question

allowed us to assess learners use of the apps provided to them to help engage in historical

reasoning (Rouet et al. 1996; van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). Accordingly, we were

particularly interested in how often learners made comparisons between information pre-

sented on the different devices (i.e., apps). Given that the information presented on the

different devices was historical in nature we interpreted gaze transitions between devices

as an indicator of historical reasoning, specifically, making historical comparisons. Pre-

vious research has demonstrated a relationship between where the eye is looking and

cognitive processing (e.g., eye-mind assumption; Just and Carpenter 1980; Mason et al.

2013; van Gog 2014).

We hypothesized that the apps would effectively promote history learning since the

apps were designed to promote inquiry using the six components of the historical reasoning
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framework (van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). These components were: posing historical

questions, using sources of information, contextualization, argumentation, using substan-

tive concepts and using meta-concepts. We also hypothesized that the apps would promote

positive emotion and learning behaviors since the features of the AR learning environment

are designed to enhance learners’ perceptions of control and value (e.g., user-directed,

multi-media, high realism, personally relevant). According to the control-value theory of

achievement emotions, autonomy-supportive and meaningful learning environments are

expected to predict positive emotions (e.g., enjoyment), and in turn, adaptive learning

behaviors. Consistent with Mayer’s multimedia learning theory, we predicted that enjoy-

ment would be higher in the outdoor setting (Study 2) compared to the lab setting (Study 1)

given that the real-world environment may reduce cognitive load by reducing discrepan-

cies between the multiple representations of the setting. In addition, we would also expect

that a real-world setting would heighten relevance and realism, which may increase value

and lead to greater enjoyment.

Methods

Participants

In Study 1, thirteen undergraduate students (6 female; 7 male) from a large North

American university volunteered to participate. Participants were between 18 and 35 years

old (M = 24.38; SD = 4.72) and enrolled in various programs (three from science or

engineering; two from business-related fields; and eight from bachelor of arts programs,

including one history major). Student GPAs ranged from 2.4 to 3.92 (M = 3.33;

SD = 0.47) out of four. There was no preference for participants’ academic background

other than enrollment as a full time undergraduate student at the university the studies were

conducted at, and therefore no rational for controlling demographics. Participants were

compensated with $5 at the end of the session and recruited from the university’s online

classified ad in both studies. Eligible participants were scheduled on a first contact-first

schedule basis (we had more interest than available timeslots due to limited human and

financial resources for these studies). All scheduled participants were run if they were

(a) available to participate during one of the scheduled experimental sessions (all sessions

scheduled between the hours of 9AM-6PM on weekdays) and (b) showed up for their

session.

In Study 2, eighteen undergraduate students (15 female; 3 male; 1 unreported) from the

same large North American university volunteered to participate. Participants were

between 18 and 26 years old (M = 20.72; SD = 2.29) and enrolled in various programs

(11 from science or engineering; 3 from business-related fields; and 4 from bachelor of arts

programs). Student GPAs ranged from 2.22 to 4.00 (M = 3.37; SD = 0.48) out of four.

Measures and materials

The augmented reality (AR) environment consisted of two mobile applications described

above: one for the learner (MTL Urban Museum) and another for the tour guide (Me-

taGuide). The laboratory (Study 1) provided opportunities for collecting data on behaviors,

learning, and emotions before, during, and after the tour, including: portable eye-tracking
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glasses by SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI: ETG 2w; 30 Hz) to monitor learners attention

to: a (1) smart phone displaying the MetaGuide app, (2) a smart phone displaying the

McCord MTL Urban Museum app, as well as (3) a SMART Board displaying the Google

Earth visual of the Roddick Gates (SMART Board); audio-recordings of verbal interactions

between the learner and the guide; and self-report measures of enjoyment and boredom.

In order to ensure the accuracy of the portable eye-tracking results we conducted a

1-point calibration procedure for each participant prior to commencing eye-tracking

recording. We verified the accuracy of the calibration by instructing the participant to focus

their gaze on a specific word presented on the smart phone for approximately 10 s while the

eye-tracker was calibrated. During this process, the eye-tracker captured the unique char-

acteristics of the users’ eyes to track gaze data. Calibration was therefore established using

an area of interest at a finer level of granularity than necessary for the analyses conducted

(e.g., SMART Board, smart phones), ensuring a high degree of accuracy for the current

analyses and the opportunity to conduct more granular analyses (e.g., specific words,

portions of images) in the future. Moreover, eye-tracking recordings were monitored in real

time by one of the experimenters (not the tour guide) throughout each participant session to

verify accuracy. If inaccuracies were detected, a recalibration could be conducted during the

session. Calibration corrections could also be conducted post hoc to address any inaccu-

racies or change in calibration during recording, though none were needed post hoc. Audio

data was recorded using the portable eye-tracking device in Study 1.

Two self-report measures assessed learners’ level of enjoyment. The first was a three-

item questionnaire administered before the learning session and asked learners how much

they anticipated enjoying the virtual tour, learning about historical differences, and

interacting with the guide. After the learning session participants answered a six-item

version of the measure, which asked them about their level of enjoyment again as well as

how bored they felt for each component (Guide, Tour, Learning; see Table 5 in the

‘‘Results’’ section). The questionnaire was an adapted version of the academic achievement

emotion questionnaire (Pekrun et al. 2002, 2011) and used a five-point Likert scale.

Students also answered two open-ended questions at the end of the experiment: What

did you like about the McCord Urban Museum iPhone application? and What did you

dislike about the McCord Urban Museum iPhone application? Students’ answers were

analyzed for spontaneous and voluntary emotional statements to provide an additional

measure of post-tour emotions.

In the second study, the measures and materials used were identical to the first study

except that eye-tracking data was not recorded, audio data was recorded using the Voice

Memos program (rather than integrated eye-tracker audio recorder) on a lab iPhone, and a

SMART Board was not used. Instead, learners met the experimenter in front of the historic

location itself (the Roddick Gates) and made comparisons between them and the digital

image of the location on the MTL Urban Museum App (standing in the same location as

they were virtually positioned in Google street view). The questionnaires were filled out on

the iPhone rather than on a computer.

Experimental procedure

The laboratory study (Study 1) took approximately 25 min. Participants completed an on-

line demographics questionnaire prior to participating to ensure they met study criteria

(undergraduate student). On the day of the study, participants first completed a consent
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form and the self-report pretest. Participants were then calibrated to a portable eye tracker

by an experimenter and shown how to use the interactive SMART Board and Google Earth

application (using the street view) to navigate. Participants were instructed on how to

locate the Roddick Gates using the mobile app and once they located the gate they read a

short text about the Porter house. Participants were then invited to identify differences

between the 1800s version of the Roddick Gates displayed on their smart phone and the

contemporary Gates viewable on the interactive SMART Board.

In contrast, the outdoor, location-based study (Study 2) had a duration of approximately

10 min. Participants completed an on-line demographics questionnaire prior to partici-

pating to ensure they met study criteria (i.e., were undergraduate students). On the day of

the study, they first completed a consent form and the self-report pretest. Participants were

then invited to identify differences between the 1800s version of the Roddick Gates dis-

played on the smart phone they were using the MTL Urban Museum on and the con-

temporary Gates in front of them. Learners were positioned in the same position relative to

the Roddick Gates as they were virtually (a few meters in front of them; see Fig. 2). While

learners were invited to change their location relative to the Roddick Gates, participants

tended to remain stationary and modify their orientation (e.g., physical or virtually-sim-

ulated head position), rather than walk a physical or virtual path. Learners were invited to

orient their attention and physical or virtual orientation/movement in a sequence that they

chose.

Table 2 Dialogue coding scheme: Identification of historical differences

Level of
Difference

Code Definition Example

Superordinate Independently
(IND)

The learner was able to
independently identify a general
historical difference

[Learner] ‘‘…I mean the gate
itself.’’ (PN12)

Told (TOLD) The guide provided the learner
with a general (superordinate)
historical difference

[Guide] ‘‘OK, so based on these
pictures can you try and explain
how transportation today has
changed from transportation in
the 1800s?’’ (PN02)

Subordinate Independently
(IND)

The learner was able to
independently identify a specific
historical difference

[Learner] ‘‘Yeah, ... the pillars, I
guess the style, stylish pillars, its
metallic or Doric stone pillar.’’
(PN08)

Told (TOLD) The guide provided the learner
with a specific (subordinate)
historical difference

[Guide] ‘‘In terms of transportation
you see the horse carriage ...it’s
not commonly used.’’ (PN03)

With Help
(SCAFF)

Learner was able to identify a
specific difference after being
given a prompt to elaborate or a
direction to move in (high-level;
superordinate)

[Guide] ‘‘So what about the
Roddick Gates themselves…?’’
[Learner] ‘‘Well, they are built
differently… and they are like
columns today.’’ (PN06)
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Data analyses

To answer the first research question, learners’ dialogues with the guide were coded to

determine if they could identify historical differences between past and present (see

Table 2). Historical differences stemmed from three broad superordinate categories out-

lined in Fig. 4 (Gates, Buildings, and Transportation). The coding scheme and exemplar

codes presented in Table 2 differentiate between historical differences that undergraduate

student learners were able to identify as well whether learners had help identifying them.

The coding scheme differentiates superordinate historical differences (e.g., between 1800

versus present day Transportation; see Fig. 4) learners were able to identify independent of

any prompts or information provided by the guide versus differences the guide pointed out

to (i.e., told) the learner. At the subordinate level (e.g., carriage for Transportation; see

Fig. 4) the coding scheme differentiated situations where learners identified historical

differences with help (scaffolding) from the human tour guide in addition to differences

that were identified independently by the learner or pointed out by the guide. This coding

scheme yielded the data we used to examine learning outcomes discussed in the results

section (frequencies of historical differences identified independently, with scaffolding, or

by the guide: (1) over-all, (2) by superordinate difference, and (3) by subordinate

Table 3 Dialogue coding scheme: Guide prompts and feedback

Type of
Prompt

Definition Example

Open-ended
(OE)

When the guide asks the learner, generally,
if they can identify any differences
between the two versions of the Roddick
Gates

‘‘Can you notice any differences between
the past and the present?’’ (PN01)

Elaboration
(ELAB)

When the guide asks the learner to expand
upon a difference they have pointed out
between the two versions of the Roddick
Gates

‘‘Any other changes you can see in terms of
transportations specifically?’’ (PN03)

Provide
Context
(CNT)

When the guide provides the learner with
additional information about historical
differences; oftentimes by showing them
images and text from the Guide’s version
of the MetaGuide App

‘‘…this is what the porter house used to
look like. The porter house was
constructed by the principle at that time,
Sir John William Dawson and it used to
look like this.’’ (PN04)

Clarification
(CLR)

When the guide answers a procedural
question the learner poses

‘‘Yeah, you can go back if you’d like to.’’
(PN02)

Agreement
(AG)

When the guide notes their recognition of
and agreement with something the learner
has said

‘‘Yeah, no parking meters in that time.’’
(PN01)

Provide
Answer
(ANS_SUP)

When the guide provides the learner with a
high-level (superordinate) historical
differences

‘‘Can you describe how transportation has
changed?’’ (PN04)

Provide
Answer
(ANS-SUB)

When the guide provides the learner with a
specific/low-level (subordinate) historical
differences

‘‘Still had the actual wooden fence…’’
(PN02)
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difference). Two experimenters coded 73 segments (from 12 of the 13 participants) of

dialogue using this coding scheme with an agreement rate of 90.4 % (j = 0.85) for

mutually coded segments in Study 1. For Study 2, two experimenters coded 125 segments

(from 16 of the 18 participants; one participant was used for training coders and another

participant’s audio recording data was not captured and therefore unavailable) of dialogue

using the coding scheme presented in Table 2 with an agreement rate of 96.8 %

(j = 0.94).

The guide’s prompts and feedback to learners’ comments about historical differences

were coded as well (see Table 3). For the purposes of this study, this coding scheme was

used to help classify the guide’s discourse with the learner to ensure understanding

between coders regarding which guide prompts were considered (1) providing scaffolding,

(2) answers to students, or (3) other types of discourse (e.g., clarifications and agreement)

not immediately relevant to the examination of learning through the identification of

historical differences. Two experimenters coded 131 segments (from 12 of the 13 par-

ticipants) of dialogue using this coding scheme with an agreement rate of 85.5 %

(j = 0.83), and a post-discussion agreement of 100 %. In Study 2 two experimenters

coded 246 segments (from 16 of the 18 participants) of dialogue using this coding

scheme with an agreement rate of 91.9 % (j = 0.87) for mutually coded segments, and a

post-discussion agreement of 99.2 %.

We examined learners’ scores of self-reported enjoyment toward different object foci

(guide, learning, tour) to answer the second question (did learners report enjoying their

learning session?). Eight statistical outliers (out of 261 data points) were identified using

SPSS’s boxplot analyses. These outliers were identified by examining the distribution of

responses to each emotion question (nine) on the PreTest and PostTest separately for each

study, given that between group comparisons were made in the analyses (Tabachnick and

Fidell 2007). Outliers included: one value (i.e., data point) in the PostTest questionnaire on

learning-related enjoyment in Study 1; two in the PostTest questionnaire on tour-related

boredom in Study 2; three in the PostTest questionnaire on learning-related boredom in

Study 1; and two for guide-related boredom in Study 1. No outliers were identified on

PreTest emotion items. Only two of the eight outlying values (tour and guide-related

boredom) came from the same participant, and given the number of remaining, non-

outlying emotion values (seven of nine) for this participant, it was decided to retain them in

the sample. Outliers were replaced with the next most extreme score (Osborne and

Overbay 2004; Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). Data from two of the 18 participants were lost

in Study 2 due to a technical error submitting the self-reports online (Wi-Fi was unreliable

outside).

Students’ responses to two open-ended questions (asked at the end of the emotion

questionnaire: (1) What did you like about the McCord Urban Museum iPhone applica-

tion? and What did you dislike about the McCord Urban Museum iPhone application?)

were analyzed for spontaneous emotional statements to provide an additional measure of

post-tour emotions. These statements are defined as spontaneous because participants were

not explicitly asked to report their emotional experience in response to the guide, learning

or tour. Two human coders (also authors of this paper) reviewed all twenty-nine (two

participants’ questionnaire data was lost) volunteered statements and identified statements

that related to the experience of a positive or negative emotion pertaining to the guide,

learning or tour. Both coders drew upon their expertise on emotions, including the wording

of questionnaires (e.g., AEQ) and definitions of emotions (Harley 2015; Harley et al.

2015a, in press; D’Mello et al. 2010; Pekrun and Perry 2014). Only statements that
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described an emotional experience were identified for coding. All other sections that did

not describe an emotional experience were excluded from the analysis.

Coders classified participants’ spontaneous emotional statements into one of 4 emotion

categories: positive (e.g., enjoyment, happiness, curiosity, hope; PNO18: ‘‘love history and

I love McGill so learning more about both is exciting to me’’), negative (e.g., anxiety,

boredom, frustration, hopelessness; PNL5 ‘‘…it definitely made me feel nervous’’),

absence of negatively-valenced emotion (e.g., lack of anxiety, boredom; PNO1: ‘‘…not to

bore people with long text’’) or absence of positively-valenced emotion statements (e.g.,

lack of enjoyment, curiosity; there were no instances of this type of emotion statement).

Of all participant responses, 52 % described an emotion experienced in response to the

first question (i.e. 15 statements) and 24 % described an emotion experienced in response

to the second question (i.e. 7 statements). The two experimenters independently coded a

total of 21 segments of participant responses. There was an agreement rating of 93 %

(j = 0.72) for the first question and 71 % (j = 0.52) for the second. A post-discussion

agreement of 100 % was reached for both questions. This discussion resulted in one

statement from the second question being identified as non-emotional. Thus, the final

agreement for the second question was based on statements from 21 % of participants (i.e.

6 statements).

We examined eye-tracking behavior to answer the third question (did learners use the

app-based features designed to help them make historical comparisons and provide addi-

tional context?) to determine how often they looked between the interactive whiteboard

(SMART board) Google Earth Display and their mobile device, which displayed the MTL

Urban Museum app to identify historical differences. We also coded transitions between

either of these objects (i.e., areas) of interest and the guide’s mobile app, which displayed

the MetaGuide app. Given our research question, which focused on examining the usage of

different devices’ applications (as opposed to what regions of these apps or sections of

images therein participants were attending to) it was not necessary to examine more fine-

grained areas of interest (AOIs). AOIs (mobile devices, SMART board) were manually

coded by a research assistant after the tour and experimental session was complete using

the exported video replay with the gaze behavior overlay as seen in the screenshot pre-

sented in Fig. 2). In this example, the participant was coded as looking at the smart phone

where the MTL Urban Museum app was displayed. Gaze transitions between the afore-

mentioned objects of interest were the only eye-tracking data coded and analyzed in this

study although different metrics (i.e., gaze fixation duration) and finer-grained analyses

exist (i.e., saccades) (Bondareva et al. 2013; Jaques et al. 2014). Given the dynamic nature

of the environment and the small number of areas of interest for this study, we opted to

manually code gaze transitions rather than use gaze-mapping software. We found this

approach to be feasible and efficient.

Results

Study 1 Findings: Laboratory setting

Question 1: Were learners able to identify historical differences?

About 85 % of learners independently identified at least one general (superordinate; Gates,

Buildings, Transportation) historical difference. Historical differences between the
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Roddick Gate itself were identified by 69 % of learners, while differences in Trans-

portation and surrounding Buildings were identified by 23 % and 15 % of learners,

respectively.

With regard to specific (subordinate; see Fig. 4) historical differences (Table 4): 69 %

of learners independently identified at least one specific historical difference (e.g., for

Gates: change from picket fence to pillared gate). The guide supported learners identifi-

cation of at least one specific historical difference through scaffolding for all learners and

provided an answer for 92 % of learners. There was no set number or limit on the amount

of differences that could be detected. Table 4 reveals that learners identified the greatest

number of differences (38) for the Gate, both overall and independent of support from the

guide (16; 54 %). Most learners (77 %) received scaffolding to identify historical differ-

ences between the past and present versions of the Gates and all received scaffolding for

identifying historical differences between modes of Transportation (16 instances across 13

participants) in contrast to only about half of the participants receiving scaffolding to

identify differences relating to the Buildings (54 %). The greatest number of differences

noted between past and present was of the Gates themselves (38) in comparison to those

identified for Buildings (23) and Transportation (24).

Participants spent most of their time (M = 48.65 %; SD = 8.04) discussing differences

between the two versions of the Gate in comparison to about 32 % (SD = 11.15) and 20 %

Table 4 Learners’ identification of historical differences by guide support for studies 1 and 2

Historical difference Identified Study

1 (N = 13) 2 (N = 17)

Total Participants (%) Total Participants (%)

Transportation Independently 4 4 (0.31) 12 7 (0.41)

With scaffolding 16 13 (1.00) 18 13 (0.76)

By guide 4 4 (0.31) 1 1 (0.06)

All 24 13 (1.00) 31 17 (1.00)

Buildings Independently 3 3 (0.23) 10 6 (0.35)

With scaffolding 8 7 (0.54) 9 9 (0.53)

By guide 12 12 (0.92) 13 13 (0.76)

All 23 13 (1.00) 32 17 (1.00)

Gates Independently 16 7 (0.54) 24 14 (0.82)

With scaffolding 16 10 (0.77) 6 4 (0.24)

By guide 6 5 (0.38) 7 5 (0.29)

All 38 13 (1.00) 37 13 (0.76)

Across all Independently 23 9 (0.69) 46 15 (0.88)

With scaffolding 40 13 (1.00) 33 16 (0.94)

By guide 22 12 (0.92) 21 13 (0.77)

All 85 13 (1.00) 100 17 (1.00)

The values in the Total columns correspond to the number of subordinate historical differences identified
across all participant tours. The values in the Participants (%) column correspond to the number of par-
ticipants whom identified one or more historical difference independently, with scaffolding from the guide,
or by having the guide identify the historical difference for them
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(SD = 9.53) on Building and Transportation differences, respectively. Common historical

features that participants identified included the changes in the shape and material of the

Gates, the absence of horse-drawn carriages as a means of contemporary Transportation,

and the absence of extensions to the arts Building in the 1800s image of the Roddick Gates.

However, only 15 % of participants noted the absence of the clock tower in the 1800s and

identified the absence of the porter’s house in the contemporary version of the Gates.

Question 2: Did learners report enjoying their learning session?

The results of the pre and post-test emotion self-report measure (related to question 2) are

reported in Table 5. Learners reported relatively high mean anticipatory and retrospective

levels of enjoyment as well as low retrospective levels of boredom toward each of the

object foci: the tour, learning, and the guide.

The analyses of students’ open-ended responses revealed that in response to the first

question ‘‘What did you like about the McCord Urban Museum iPhone application?’’ 6

participants (i.e. 46 % of all participants) made relevant statements. Examples of positive

emotional states include: (PNL09) ‘‘It’s interactive, fun and easy to use. Contains inter-

esting information.’’; (PNL13) ‘‘I enjoyed the tour guide input of the application. As a

McGill student, who walks past the Gates on a daily basis, the additional information

Table 5 Learners’ self-reported enjoyment and boredom for studies 1 and 2

Test Emotion Object
focus

Study 1
mean (SD)

Study 2
mean (SD)

Item

PreTest

Enjoyment Tour 3.15 (1.34) 2.94 (1.12) I get excited about going to visit the
Roddick Gates tour location

Learning 3.62 (0.87) 3.88 (1.02) I look forward to learning about the
history of the Roddick Gates

Guide 3.54 (0.78) 4.00 (0.89) I look forward to talking with the
tour guide

PostTest

Enjoyment Tour 3.69 (0.95) 3.81 (1.04) After visiting the Roddick Gates I
start looking forward to the next
location

Learning 3.69 (1.10) 3.81 (1.17) Reflecting on my progress in learning
about the Roddick Gates makes me
happy

Guide 3.23 (1.01) 4.19 (0.75) I enjoy talking with the tour guide

Boredom Tour 2.08 (1.19) 1.63 (0.81) Because I get bored at the Roddick
Gates tour location my mind begins
to wander

Learning 1.85 (0.80) 1.50 (0.82) Learning about the history of the
Roddick Gates bores me

Guide 1.69 (0.75) 1.56 (0.63) Talking with the tour guide bores me

Responses were based on a 5-point Likert response scale where learners were asked to rate their response to
the items where 1 corresponded to ‘‘strongly disagree’’ and 5 to ‘‘strongly agree.’’
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makes me appreciate my surroundings far more than just it being the entrance to McGill.’’

In addition, one participant (i.e. 8 %) made a statement associated with experiencing the

absence of a negative emotion: (PNL6) ‘‘…not to bore people with long text.’’

In response to the second question ‘‘What did you dislike about the McCord Urban

Museum iPhone application?’’ two participants (i.e. 15 %) reported experiencing a nega-

tive emotion. Examples include: confusion (PNL10) ‘‘The tour guide showed me other

pictures but it was unclear as to whether I had additional pictures within my application’’;

anxiety (PNL5) ‘‘I felt like maybe I was giving the wrong answers…definitely made me

feel nervous.’’ In addition, one participant (i.e. 8 %) made statements that expressed

positive emotions: (PNL1) ‘‘It was pretty interesting and fun.’’

All remaining participants did not volunteer emotion-related statements, even if they

were favorable toward the study (e.g., (PNL7) ‘‘comparison with modern view of the

Roddick gates allow[ed] me to reflect control over experience’’; (PNL4) ‘‘I liked that you

can see the pictures at different years’’). In addition 11 of the 13 participants provided

constructive suggestions for improving the app in their responses to the second question,

including increased automaticity and interactivity, and a desire for more content (discussed

in the Future Directions).

Question 3: Did learners use the different AR and mobile (i.e., app) features
of the virtual tour to help them make comparisons and provide additional historical
context?

Table 6 provides information about learners gaze transition between Google Earth and the

mobile applications (learners and the guide’s). On average, learners spent four-minutes and

Table 6 Learners gaze transitions between Google earth and history apps

PN Total time # Transition Transition per min

1 4.16 64 25.00

2 6.53 43 10.41

3 5.06 44 14.40

4 4.45 37 13.00

5 6.50 61 14.88

6 4.17 42 16.34

7 3.45 31 13.80

8 3.4 37 20.10

9 3.7 22 12.00

10 2.19 51 37.00

11 4.22 73 27.90

12 3.28 61 29.32

13 4.17 61 23.74

Avg. 4.34 (1 min 34) 48.23 (14.95) 19.84 (8.12)

Time reported in minutes and seconds. Time is the period from when the guide asks the participant to note
differences between the contemporary and 1800 version of the gates and the conclusion of their learning
session. # Transitions refer to the number of times a participant switched their gaze between Google Earth
and the mobile applications (learners’ and the guide’s). Moving from the Google Earth program displayed
on the SMART board to the McCord MTL Urban Museum app displayed on the learners’ phone would
constitute one transition
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thirty-four seconds making historical comparisons by switching their gaze between the

interactive whiteboard and their own or the guide’s mobile devices about 48 times (20

times per minute).

Study 2 Findings: Field setting

Question 1: Were learners able to identify historical differences?

About 94 % of learners independently identified at least one general (superordinate) his-

torical difference. Historical differences between the Gates themselves were identified by

88 % of learners, while differences in Transportation and surrounding Buildings were

identified by 47 and 35 % of learners, respectively.

With regard to specific (i.e., subordinate; see Fig. 4) historical differences: 88 % of

learners independently identified at least one specific (subordinate) historical difference

(Table 4). The guide supported learners identification of at least one specific historical

difference through scaffolding for 94 % of learners and provided an answer for 77 % of

learners. There was no set number or limit on the amount of differences that could be

detected. Table 4 reveals that learners identified the greatest number of differences (37) for

the Gate both over all and independent of support from the guide (82 %). Consequently,

participants received the least amount of scaffolding for identifying historical differences

between the past and present versions of the Gates. Learners received the most scaffolding

for identifying historical differences between modes of Transportation (18 instances across

13 participants) and the most answers from the guide for differences regarding Buildings

(13 instances across 13 participants). The greatest number of differences noted between

past and present was of the Gates themselves (37) in comparison to those identified for

Buildings (32) and Transportation (31).

Participants spent most of their time (M = 44.10; SD = 8.04) discussing differences

between the two versions of the Gate in comparison to about 37 % (SD = 9.25) and 27 %

(M = 19.38; SD = 8.28) on Building and Transportation differences, respectively. Com-

mon historical features that participants identified included the changes in the shape and

material of the Gates, the absence of horse-drawn carriages as a means of contemporary

Transportation, and the absence of extensions to the arts Building in the 1800s. However,

only 12 % of participants noted the absence of the clock tower in the 1800s and 29 %

identified the absence of the porter’s house in the contemporary version of the Gates.

Question 2: Did learners report enjoying their learning session?

The results of the pre and post-test emotion self-report measure (related to question 2) are

reported in Table 5. Learners reported relatively high mean anticipatory and retrospective

levels of enjoyment as well as low retrospective levels of boredom toward each of the

object foci: the tour, learning, and the guide. In response to the first question ‘‘What did

you like about the McCord Urban Museum iPhone application?’’ the analyses of students’

open-ended responses revealed that seven participants (i.e. 44 %) used words associated

with the experience of a positive emotion. Examples include: (PNO2) ‘‘It’s neat that it can

determine your location.’’; (PNO9) ‘‘It was really cool to see all of the historical photos of

a modern landmark I am quite familiar with’’; (PNO18) ‘‘It was very insightful and

interesting. I love history and I love McGill so learning more about both is exciting to me.’’

There was one participant that reported a lack of a negative emotion (i.e. 6 %): (PNO01)

‘‘…without feeling rushed’’).
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In response to the second question ‘‘What did you dislike about the McCord Urban

Museum iPhone application?’’ two participants (i.e. 13 %) reported experiencing a positive

emotion: (PNO2) ‘‘…interesting if you feel like learning something new.’’; (PNO4)

‘‘…would like to know more about other buildings surrounding.’’ Only one participant

reported experiencing a negative emotion (PNO13): ‘‘I was not interested in learning about

the Roddick gates so I didn’t care.’’).

All remaining participants did not volunteer emotion-related statements, even if they

were favorable toward the study (e.g., (PNO04) ‘‘It’s pretty! Able to zoom and see closer is

nice.’’; (PNO10) ‘‘…simple to understand, good for a short overview. I liked the different

pictures…). In addition, seven of the 16 participants provided constructive suggestions for

improving the app in their responses to the second question, most centering on a desire for

more content (discussed in the Future Directions).

Comparative findings: Study 1 and 2

Question 1: Were learners able to identify historical differences?

Differences in learners ability to identify historical differences between Studies 1 and 2 are

observable in Table 4. Specifically, the results reveal that participants were able to identify

more superordinate and subordinate (i.e., specific) differences in the outdoor, location-

based study than the lab-based one, and that they also required less scaffolding and fewer

answers being provided by the guide in order to identify key super and subordinate dif-

ferences between the past and present versions of the Roddick Gates. A greater percentage

of participants identified the porter’s house as absent from the current Roddick Gates in the

outdoor study as well, despite participants from both groups reading a short text about it

before beginning to identify historical differences.

Question 2: Did learners report enjoying their learning session?

Repeated measure ANOVAs were run to examine whether any significant differences

existed between pre and post test scores of enjoyment as well as whether interaction effects

existed for study and time. There was a significant effect of administration of the emotion

questionnaire for tour-related enjoyment (F (1,27) = 11.73, p\ 0.05, gp
2 = 0.30; see

Table 7). The descriptive statistics in Table 5 reveal that learners enjoyed the tour sig-

nificantly more than expected. A significant effect of study was found on learners guide-

related enjoyment (F (1,27) = 11.90, p\ 0.05, gp
2 = 0.31), where learners enjoyed

interacting with the guide’s in Study 2 significantly more than those in Study 1.

Open-ended emotion-related responses to the two questions were similar across studies

where approximately half of the participants volunteered a positive emotion-related

statement (or absence of negative emotion statement).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of two mobile-based AR appli-

cations, used together, to foster positive emotions and meaningful learning in a laboratory

(Study 1; lab-based, virtually-situated location) as well as an outdoor, location-based study

(Study 2; outdoor, location-based). In summary, across studies: (1) most learners were able
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to independently identify one of the three high-level differences between the past and

present versions of the Roddick Gates and most of the specific historical differences were

discussed with some scaffolding from the guide; (2) learners reported enjoying the learning

session; and (3) learners frequently used the app-based features to help them make com-

parisons between the past and present-day location. These findings demonstrate that

learners were, in line with our hypotheses, able to effectively and enjoyably learn about

historical differences between past and present historical locations by contextualizing

multi-media representations. Furthermore, the findings demonstrate that the two mobile,

AR apps were effective both in and outside of the laboratory.

In comparing the results from Studies 1 and 2, findings revealed that learners were able

to identify more differences outdoors (on-site) and required less scaffolding to identify

differences (in particular, for Transportation and Gates) and fewer answers being provided

by the tour guide. Findings also suggest that scaffolding prompts were effective in eliciting

historical differences from learners, although they were more necessary in the lab-based

than the outdoor study. These findings are in line with our hypothesis that fostering

historical reasoning through the integration of inquiry-supportive elements (posing his-

torical questions, using sources of information, and contextualization) would lead to

effective learning.

An unexpected result was that few participants were able to identify that the porter’s

house no longer exists in the contemporary Roddick Gates location, despite reading a short

text about it before beginning to identify historical differences. This finding suggests that

learners may be better able to identify historical differences between visual/pictorial

information or similar channels of information than different channels of information. A

greater number of participants noticed the absence of the porter’s house in the outdoor

study, which could point to a greater attention to detail (and more effective historical

reasoning) in authentic (in-person) vs. virtual environments. The other results pertaining to

learning outcomes supports this hypothesis, though further research into this question is

necessary.

Table 7 Summary of repeated measures and univariate ANOVAs for enjoyment and boredom

Emotion Object-foci Effect df MS F p gp
2

Enjoyment Tour Within subjects 1, 27 7.12 11.73 0.02* 0.30

Interaction 1, 27 0.41 0.67 0.422 0.02

Between subjects 1, 27 0.03 0.02 0.90 0.00

Learning Within subjects 1, 27 0.00 0.00 0.97 0.00

Interaction 1, 27 0.70 0.12 0.75 0.00

Between subjects 1, 27 0.52 0.35 0.56 0.01

Guide Within subjects 1, 27 0.05 0.06 0.81 0.00

Interaction 1, 27 0.88 1.00 0.33 0.04

Between subjects 1, 27 7.21 11.90 0.00** 0.31

Boredom Tour Between subjects 1, 27 1.47 1.48 0.23 0.05

Learning Between subjects 1, 27 0.86 1.31 0.26 0.05

Guide Between subjects 1, 27 0.12 0.26 0.62 0.01

* p\ 0.05, ** p\ 0.01
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In looking at pre to post session self-reports of emotions, we found that participants

significantly enjoyed the tour more than they anticipated, enjoyed learning about the

Roddick Gates about as much as they anticipated, and enjoyed interacting with the guide

slightly less than anticipated in Study 1 and significantly more in Study 2. Although mean

levels of enjoyment were not significantly different between studies (aside from guide-

related enjoyment), learners reported more enjoyment and less boredom across post session

questionnaires for the outdoor study (Study 2). This finding was consistent with our

hypothesis that enjoyment would be higher in the outdoor setting compared to the lab

setting (Study 1) given (1) that the real-world environment may reduce cognitive load (by

reducing discrepancies between the multiple representations of the setting) and as well as

heighten relevance and realism. These findings are consistent with both Mayer’s (2005,

2009) multimedia theory and Pekrun’s (2006) control-value theory of achievement

emotions.

Given that all mean levels of enjoyment were above 3.0, and all post-session levels

approached or were at 4.00, we can conclude that the two apps were effective in promoting

positive emotions; further supported by corresponding low mean levels of boredom. The

fact that participants enjoyed visiting the Roddick Gates significantly more than anticipated

at the outset of the lab-based study suggests that they enjoyed having their tour augmented

by the apps and is supported by students’ open ended responses to the two questions that

followed the emotion questionnaire (What do you like (and not like) about the McCord

Urban Museum iPhone application?). Specifically, 86 % of the emotion-related responses

were positively-valenced (or non-negatively-valenced) across studies. Although originally

designed to provide usability feedback for future iterations of the app, the responses to

these questions provide supplemental and converging support for our self-report measures

regarding participants’ enjoyment from participating in the experiment about historical

reasoning with a mobile AR app. Overall, emotion-related results are consistent with our

hypothesis that the apps and their use in Studies 1 and 2 would promote positive emotions

given the inclusion of certain app and experimental design features intended to enhance

learners’ perceptions of control and value (e.g., user-directed, multi-media, high realism,

personally relevant).

Eye-tracking results indicated that learners used the apps to make frequent historical

comparisons, a learning behavior which is a component of historical inquiry (van Drie and

van Boxtel 2008).

A limitation of the comparison between studies was that the human guides changed. In

Study 1 two postdoctoral fellows, both men in their late twenties, served as the guide,

whereas two female undergraduate research assistants in their early twenties served as the

guides in Study 2. It is therefore possible that the significant difference in enjoyment

attributed to the guide came from learners interacting with a guide of the same gender and

closer to their own age (in most learners cases), as other studies have found with virtual

pedagogical agents (artificial intelligence-driven avatars in tutoring systems; Arroyo et al.

2013). A second limitation was that the battery for the guide’s phone (using the MetaGuide

app) died during the sessions for two of the outdoor participants. This required the guide to

show the learners pictures of the evolution of the Roddick Gates over time and the now-

demolished Porter house on back-up print-outs rather than on the screen of the phone. This

technical problem did not appear to have a strong effect on the learners’ enjoyment of the

study and did not hinder their identification of historical differences (the guide used a script

to provide the prompts and feedback found in Table 2). A larger sample would further

enhance the generalizability of the findings and conclusions of this study, as would

measurements of learning that leant themselves to inferential rather than descriptive
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analyses. Finally, while our research question that concerned the eyetracking data only

called for areas of interest which we were able to accurately and efficiently capture using

human coding, more sophisticated eyetracking analyses such as investigations of saccades

could have been examined.

In conclusion, these results suggest that the two apps can be effectively used syn-

chronously to support history learning and promote positive emotions for lab-based (vir-

tual) as well as in person (location-specific) tours. Moreover, this study’s results provide an

example of theoretically and empirically driven design features (e.g., historical reasoning

through inquiry, user-directed, multi-media, high realism, personal relevance) being suc-

cessfully integrated into an AR mobile app learning environment to lead to positive

learning outcomes and emotions as well as adaptive learning behaviors.

The results from this study will also be used to automate the guide’s function using

artificial intelligence (AI). Programming AI into an app is costly and it was therefore

determined that it would be best to evaluate the prompts the Guide provided (as this

manuscript has outlined) using a human experimenter before doing so. For this next step, a

decision tree will be designed and programmed into the app using Fig. 4 and Tables 2 and

3, which informs guide-related messages in response to answers entered by participants.

Additionally, an embodied pedagogical agent can be integrated into the interface of the

MTL Urban Museum app that would be male or female, depending on the participants’

self-reported gender, and have dialogue reflecting an early-twenties age range. Replacing

the human guide with a pedagogical agent and integrating the MetaGuide app features into

the MTL Urban Museum app will make it scalable to both a larger audience (e.g., edu-

cational field and museum trips, educational tours) as well as use additional historical

locations the MTL Urban Museum app is programmed to provide information about.

Future development work on the MTL Urban Museum app will also target increasing

the dynamic nature of the information, visuals, and prompts the app will provide by

exploring additional technologies. Examples include using markers to automatically

change historical content based on information such as learner movement or point-and-

scan approaches developed for mobile phone cameras (Broll et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008).

Moreover, while Study 1 illustrated that learners frequently compared historical infor-

mation between the technologies provided it could reduce cognitive load to integrate

virtual and real-world information into a single interface using a visual over-lay approach

(Wu et al. 2013). In order to accomplish this objective, head-mounted displays or glasses

could be used to project virtual information onto the learners line of sight. Alternatively, a

mobile phone’s built in camera could be used to scan markers and make virtual object’s

appear to be overlaid with the real world being viewed through the phone.

Additional future directions will include integrating the content of the tour (potentially a

different site) with the curriculum of a high school or undergraduate history course (in-

creasing the quantity of content in the process) and take the shape of an educational field

trip where students download a new version of the MTL Urban Museum with the human

guide’s role (e.g., scaffolding; see Table 3) integrated and automated. As such, the virtual

guide’s role would be similar to that of a human tutor or museum tour guide. In adapting

the study and the apps for a curriculum-tied field trip it is possible that the historical topic

may represent a more dramatic and controversial topic such as war or prohibition. We

hypothesize that selecting a less neutral and more dramatic and dynamic topic that is also

tied to students’ curriculum (and therefore grades) could enhance appraisals of value and

increase enjoyment. On the other hand, such topics could also contain material that stu-

dents could be sensitive toward, and therefore would need to be chosen with caution and

potentially necessitate debriefing and empathetic instructional strategies being interwoven
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into the field trip and virtual guide’s pedagogical repertoire (for examples see Harley et al.

2015b).

Understanding which features of the historical learning session elicited the emotions

students felt is another area for future work. Although learners’ emotions were examined in

relation to different object foci (i.e., stimuli: the tour, learning, and the guide; see Table 5),

and emotion-related statements were identified from open-ended responses about the

application, a better understanding of the role the apps themselves played in fostering

emotions could be obtained, and provide additional and more complete affective infor-

mation that could help leverage strengths and address weaknesses. In order to accomplish

this objective questionnaires designed to ask learners about stimuli-specific emotions will

be created based on work by Harley et al. (in press). Finally, a longer experimental session

may help reveal whether the positive emotions experienced while learners interacted with

the apps is sustained beyond the relatively short experimental session Studies 1 and 2

examined.

This study has provided a valuable empirical evaluation of the synchronous use of two

theoretically driven AR mobile apps that both supports the continued development and use

of AR and mobile technologies for history learning as well as evaluating said learning

technologies in both lab and on-location environments. Moreover, this study provides

evidence of the benefits of designing and evaluating AR mobile apps using theories of

education, psychology, and multimedia. In particular, historical reasoning through inquiry

was supported through (1) integrating multi-media (e.g., text, images) into mobile AR apps

as sources of historical information; (2) posing historical questions (e.g., guide prompts)

that necessitate the use of substantive and meta-concepts as well as implicit argumentation;

and (3) situating learners in-person or virtually in the present day location (i.e., contex-

tualization) to foster history learning. Additionally (4) allowing users to direct their

attention freely to different historical cues and information (e.g., apps) and (5) selecting

personally relevant historical locations that are visited by the learner either in-person or

virtually also supported history learning. These design features also supported enjoyment,

likely because of the appeals to value (personal relevance), control (autonomy regarding

attention to different historical cues), and (6) use of appealing design features (e.g.,

attractive content, graphics, technology). Finally, (7) the straight forward, user-friendly

design of the MTL Urban Museum app likely fostered comparisons between informational

sources by keeping learners cognitive load (at least regarding the app) low. These AR

mobile app design features can be seen as empirically tested guidelines for building similar

educational apps and stand to inform the field as they are the first of their kind.
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